In this paper, we study the problem of non parametric estimation of the stationary marginal density f of an α or a β-mixing process, observed either in continuous time or in discrete time. We present an unified framework allowing to deal with many different cases. We consider a collection of finite dimensional linear regular spaces. We estimate f using a projection estimator built on a data driven selected linear space among the collection. This data driven choice is performed via the minimization of a penalized contrast. We state non asymptotic risk bounds, regarding to the integrated quadratic risk, for our estimators, in both cases of mixing. We show that they are adaptive in the minimax sense over a large class of Besov balls. In discrete time, we also provide a result for model selection among an exponentially large collection of models (non regular case).
Introduction
Consider a strictly stationary mixing process (X τ ) observed either in continuous time for τ varying in [0, T ] or in discrete time for τ = 1, . . . , n and denote in both cases by f its marginal density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. In this paper, we are interested in the problem of giving non asymptotic risk bounds in term of the L 2 -integrated risk for an estimatorf of f . Namely we study E f − f 2 where t = ( A t 2 (x)dx) 1/2 is the L 2 (A)-norm and A is a compact set. Besides, we want to provide an adaptive procedure, that is we want to reach the optimal order for the risk without any prior information on f and in particular on its regularity.
The problem of estimating the stationary density of a continuous time process has been mainly studied using kernel estimators by Banon [1] , Banon and N'Guyen [2] in a context of diffusion models, by N'Guyen [31] for Markov processes. Under some mixing conditions, their pointwise non-integrated L 2 -risk reaches the standard rate of convergence T −2a/(2a+1) when f belongs to the Hölder class C a and a is known. Later Castellana and Leadbetter [14] proved that, under some specific assumption on the joint density of (X 0 , X τ ), the non-integrated quadratic risk could reach the parametric rate T −1 . They also checked their assumption for some Gaussian processes. Castellana and Leadbetter's [14] work was a key paper concerning the problem of estimating the marginal distribution of a strictly stationary continuous time process and a lot of works in this direction followed. We refer to Bosq [9, 10] , Kutoyants [29] , Bosq and Davydov [11] , among others, for results of this kind. In the same field, Leblanc [30] studied a weaker form of Castellana and Leadbetter's [14] condition (let us call it [CL] Keywords and phrases: Non parametric estimation, projection estimator, adaptive estimation, model selection, mixing processes, continuous time, discrete time.
in the sequel, see Sect. 3.1.2) for some diffusion processes. She built a wavelet estimator of f when f belongs to some general Besov space and proved that its L p -integrated risk converges at rate T −1 as well, provided that the regularity is known and the process is geometrically α-mixing.
In discrete time, the problem of adaptive density estimation has been widely studied in the framework of independent observations. Efromovich [25] adapted to this context a thresholding procedure developed in Efromovich and Pinsker [26] . His method is adaptive over some Sobolev ellipsoids relatively to the L 2 -loss. Donoho et al. [23] showed then that some local procedure of wavelet thresholding could lead to an adaptive estimator (with optimal rate up to a ln(n) factor) over a large class of Besov balls. Kerkyacharian et al. [27] gave a procedure of global thresholding which is adaptive over the same class and relatively to L p -loss functions, p ≥ 2. Then Birgé and Massart [5] proposed a selection of models procedure which allows one to recover the previous results and also to work with general bases. Lastly, Butucea [13] studied the minimax risk of pointwise adaptive estimators of the density based on kernels with automatic bandwidth selection. Again, all the previous works are in an i.i.d. set up. The main contribution on the subject in a weakly dependent framework is the thresholding procedure studied by Tribouley and Viennet [35] . Note that Clémençon [15] also studied a wavelet adaptive density estimator in a context of Markov chains.
We want to show in this paper that we can extend Birgé and Massart's [5] inequalities to a framework of weakly dependent observations. As far as we know, no such procedure has ever been studied for continuous time processes. The method leads to an estimator reaching the optimal rate over some classes of smoothness a of the density function f without requiring a to be known. Note that the present work is done under standard mixing conditions and does not assume that condition [CL] holds: therefore, the rates are not parametric. To scheme the difference between both frameworks, we can say that standard mixing assumptions are concerned with the behavior of the mixing coefficients at large lags (long term dependence) whereas condition [CL] also regulates their behavior near zero (very short term dependence). Since the two problems are essentially different, the study of assumption [CL] is relegated to an other work (Comte and Merlevède [17] ), and we focus in the present paper on a framework requiring standard assumptions on the rate of decay of the mixing coefficients at large lags.
In discrete time, we recover with our methodology the results of Tribouley and Viennet [35] : we consider only an L 2 -risk whereas they study a general L q -risk but we work in a general context of model selection when they specifically consider an expansion of the estimator on a particular collection of wavelets bases. Moreover we also study the framework of strongly mixing processes either under some specific assumption on the joint density of (X 0 , X k ) or in the general case under a particular mixing condition (namely, geometrical strong mixing, see Sect. 2.1). Finally, we study some Besov spaces requiring in general non linear estimators to reach the optimal rates.
Our results are obtained by gathering the tools for absolutely regular processes developed in Viennet [37] and deduced from Berbee's lemma [4] or the tools for strongly mixing processes developed by Rio [32] , and the procedure presented in Birgé and Massart [5] based on Talagrand's [34] inequality.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the framework, namely the mixing assumptions, some examples of mixing processes, the definition of the estimators and the procedure of estimation. A sketch of proof is given in order to describe the methodology. Section 3 provides the results when considering regular collections of models and the comments coming herewith. Section 3.1 is devoted to the adaptive estimator in discrete and continuous time under absolute regularity. Section 3.2 studies more specifically the strong mixing case. Section 4 presents some general (non regular) collections of models that allow to study the case of non linear estimators. In Section 5, we give some practical considerations about the penalty. The proofs of the main results are deferred to Section 6.
The framework
In all the following we aim at estimating the marginal density f of a strictly stationary discrete time process (X i ) i∈Z or a continuous time one (X τ ) τ ∈[0,T ] , on a given compact set A and we denote f A := f 1l A . Throughout the paper, [z] denotes the integer part of z.
Mixing assumptions
In order to develop our results, we recall some standard definitions (see Doukhan [24] , pp. 3-4) concerning different types of dependence. Let F v u be the σ-algebra of events generated by the random variables {X τ , u ≤ τ ≤ v}. In the case of discrete time processes, u, τ, v are integers. A strictly stationary process {X τ } is called strongly mixing or α-mixing (Rosenblatt [33] ) if
It is said to be absolutely regular or β-mixing (Kolmogorov and Rozanov [28] ) if
where the above supremum is taken over all finite partitions (U i ) 1≤i≤I and (V j ) 1≤j≤J of Ω respectively F 0 −∞ and F ∞ τ measurable. The following relation holds: 2α τ ≤ β τ ≤ 1.
In the sequel, the processes of interest are either α-mixing or β-mixing with α-mixing coefficients α τ or β-mixing coefficients β τ . We define A r and B r as:
when the integral (or the series) is convergent. Besides we consider two kinds of rates of convergence to 0 of the mixing coefficients, that is for γ = α or β:
[AR] arithmetical γ-mixing with rate θ: there exists some θ > 0
[GEO ] geometrical γ-mixing with rate θ: there exists some θ > 0 such that γ τ ≤ e −θτ for all τ in N or R.
Examples of mixing processes
Let us give two simple examples of processes widely considered in the literature and which are stationary and mixing.
(1) A discrete time general autoregressive model
admits a stationary law provided that X 0 is independent of ε 1 and there exist b, c > 0 and 0 < a < 1 such that |g(x)| ≤ a|x|−b when |x| > c. This law admits a density, say f , with respect to the Lebesgue measure, as soon as ε 1 does. If the density of X 0 is f , then the process is strictly stationary and geometrically β-mixing (see Doukhan [24] , p. 102). (2) A continuous time diffusion process is defined as the solution of a homogeneous stochastic differential equation:
is a standard Brownian motion on some complete probability space (Ω, A, P) with an increasing family of complete σ-algebra A τ . Standard conditions on m and σ ensuring that the process is strictly stationarity and geometrically β-mixing are given in Veretennikov [36] . Leblanc [30] also gives conditions for this process to be geometrically α-mixing.
Collections of models
We consider here collections of models (S m ) m∈Mn for which we assume that the following standard assumptions are fulfilled: 
[W ] dyadic wavelet generated spaces as described e.g. in Donoho and Johnstone [22] , with regularity r. These examples describe regular collections of models. For a precise description of those spaces and their properties, we refer also to Birgé and Massart [5] and to Barron et al. [3] .
The estimators
The superscript c (resp. subscript c ) is for quantities related to the continuous time process and the superscript d (resp. subscript d ) for the discrete time one. We consider the following contrast functions, for t belonging to some S m of a collection (S m ) m∈Mn where n = [T ] for (X τ ) τ ∈[0,T ] in continuous time and n is the number of observations for (X i ) 1≤i≤n in discrete time:
where we recall that
is minimal when t = f . Then the estimators are built as follows. Let
be a collection of estimators of f . Then if (ϕ j ) 1≤j≤Dm is an orthonormal basis of S m , we havê
Let us now define the centered empirical processes:
In the following, we do not use any superscript nor subscript when no distinction is required.
From the definition off m , it follows that γ n (f m ) ≤ γ n (f m ). This together with
Under some mixing conditions we obtain that E((ν n ) 2 (ϕ j )) has the same order as in the independent case and is less than C/n, where C is a constant. Therefore we have
and we can see that we have the standard squared bias plus variance decomposition:
, that naturally appears in both discrete and continuous time frameworks. In order to minimize the quadratic
Var(ν n (ϕ j )) as small as possible. This choice is performed by the following penalization procedure:
where pen c and pen d are penalty functions defined in the theorems and given by the theory. The penalty function prevents from the systematic choice of the largest space S m of the collection and ensures the automatic bias-variance compromise for the estimate.
Sketch of proof
From the definition off , it follows that for all m in M n ,
The above inequality together with (2.3) yield
Note that, equation (2.6) holds for any f m in S m , but the relevant choice is to take the element of S m that makes f A − f m 2 minimum. Moreover, inequality (2.6) explains why we need to study the process ν n . More precisely, denoting by S * m the set {t ∈ S m , t − f m = 0} and by B m,m (0, 1) = {t ∈ S m + S m / t = 1}, we successively write:
where
The aim of the proofs is to find p(m, m ) such that
where C is a constant. This allows to choose the penalty such that 4p(m,m) ≤ pen(m) + pen(m) whence 4p(m,m) + pen(m) − pen(m) ≤ 2pen(m). Then (2.6) and (2.7) imply that, for all m in M n
that is
If the penalty has the standard order D m /n for variance terms in density estimation, then equation (2.10) guarantees an automatic trade-off between the bias term f A − f m 2 and the variance term, up to some multiplicative constant.
The principle of the control of E(W (m )) in order to obtain (2.9) is the same in all cases. Talagrand's inequality [34] allows to deal with the supremum of the empirical centered process in an independent set up (see Birgé and Massart [5] ). Berbee's [4] coupling lemma, Delyon's [20] covariance inequality and Bryc's [12] construction of approximating variables allow to deal with absolute regular dependence; a construction of approximating variables due to Rio [32] allows analogously to deal with strong mixing dependence.
The difficulties arise because of the "twice" random aspect off , i.e.f admits a decomposition on an orthonormal basis, but with a random number of random coefficients.
The aim of the study below is to prove a result of type (2.10) under relevant assumptions and for a relevant choice of the penalty function.
Results for regular collections of models

Absolutely regular processes
General result
We start with the most powerful results: they are obtained in the context of absolutely regular processes, when considering regular collections of models. We emphasize that absolute regularity allows a better control of the terms than strong mixing. 
where C is a constant depending on terms among
Note that geometrical mixing [GEO] implies the arithmetical one [AR] with θ as large as desired. Therefore, no constraint on θ would appear in that case. 
About condition [CL]
In view of the results of Theorem 3.1, we can make the following remark. Assume that one can observe a stationary mixing process either in continuous time on [0, n] or in discrete time for t = 1, . . . , n. Under our assumption, namely under β-mixing, there is no loss in the global rate when one considers only the discrete time observations, and there is no gain to use a continuous time observation. This may be surprising but can be explained as follows: the class of continuous time β-mixing processes contains the class of discrete time β-mixing processes. To see this, consider (X i ) i∈N a discrete time β-mixing process; then we can build a continuous time β-mixing process by simply setting X t = X [t] for t ∈ R + .
It follows from this remark that, if we want the continuous time process to reach a better rate, we need to introduce an assumption taking into account what happens on small intervals of time. This kind of local behavior is governed for instance by Castellana and Leadbetter's [14] condition which in the weaker version used by Leblanc [30] can be written as follows:
[CL] there exists a positive integrable and bounded function h(.) (defined on R) such that
where f τ (x, y) is the density distribution of (X 0 , X τ ) with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R 2 .
This condition hides in fact two different types of control on the process. On the one hand, the convergence condition near infinity concerns the long term behavior of the process and is of the same nature as our present mixing conditions. On the other hand, the convergence of the integral near of zero, represents an assumption of locally irregular paths of the process 4 , and can lead to parametric rates for continuous time processes observed in continuous time. The study of this condition, its links with mixing conditions and its implications on the rate of convergence of an estimator based on discrete time observations of the process are developed in Comte and Merlevède [17] . We also refer to Bosq [10] .
Adaptation to unknown smoothness
Inequalities as (3.1) are known to lead to results of adaptation to unknown smoothness. Take A = [0, 1] for simplicity. We first recall that a function f belongs to the Besov space Those rates are known to be minimax • for continuous time estimators, at least when dealing with non-integrated mean square risk and α-mixing sequences (see Bosq [10] ); • for discrete time estimators (even) in the independent set up, with respect to the mean square integrated risk, see Donoho et al. [23] . 
Tribouley and Viennet [35] give the same kind of result as in Proposition 3.1 but without the general bound given in Theorem 3.1. They specifically work with a dyadic collection of wavelet spaces. In that sense, our approach generalizes their work with less technical computations. On the other hand, they deal with a general L q -risk instead of our specific L 2 -risk. It follows from Remark 3.5 that, for q = 2, we reach the same mixing condition θ > 2 as them.
The strongly mixing case
A particular result under an additional assumption
If we want to deal with the strongly mixing case in discrete time and keep standard orders, we need a further assumption:
3)
for some depending on |τ − τ | only, and that S(α, ) :
Here for x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R 2 , we denote by x R 2 = x 2 1 + x 2 2 the Euclidean norm. Assumption [Lip] is also used in Bosq [10] (see Assumption H 2 , p. 43) under the stronger form where
< +∞, which requires θ > 3 for arithmetical mixing.
As an illustration, if we consider the trivial example of a Gaussian stationary process (X k ) k∈Z , then we find
where C is a numerical constant and ρ(k) = cov(X 0 , X k )/var(X 0 ) is the autocorrelation function. Therefore k is bounded by some as soon as for instance ρ(k) → 0 when k → +∞. As previously, if |M n | is of order ln(n) then the constraint on θ amounts to θ > 5. If |M n | is of order n, the constraint can be written θ > 7. In the case where N n ≤ n ω , for ω ∈ [0, 1], we can write θ > 2 + 4ω + 1.
Remark 3.6. Here, the constant involved in the penalty is more complicated than in the β-mixing case: in particular, it is not possible to give an upper bound on it as in Remark 3.1. Nevertheless, the strategy explained in Section 5 below may be applied.
The main problem is to know whether [Lip] is fulfilled or not. In the case where [Lip] does not hold, the next result shows that we do not necessarily keep the same rates for any type of mixing rates.
The general α-mixing case
In the α-mixing case, if assumption [Lip] is not fulfilled, the result is much less powerful and requires a stronger constraint on the rate of the mixing. We give a result in discrete time but an analog result would hold in continuous time. 
where κ is a universal constant, satisfies:
where C is a constant depending on
Note that this bound implies a loss of ln(n) with respect to the minimax rate for Besov spaces B a,2,∞ ; namely, n −2a/(2a+1) . More precisely, for f ∈ B a,2,∞ (A), the optimal choice D m * = [(n/ ln(n)) 1/(2a+1) ] gives a rate (n/ ln(n)) −2a/(2a+1) . Moreover the result holds for regular spaces only and under geometrical strong mixing condition.
A result for general collections of models
The previous section shows that when we consider the L 2 -risk of the adaptive projection estimator of a function f assumed to belong to some Besov space B a,p,∞ with a > 0 and p ≥ 2, then regular collections of models lead to the standard rate of convergence. It is well-known that when 1 < p < 2, this does not remain valid. Indeed, the bias term f A − f m does not have the right order, namely D −a m . To recover this rate, one needs to consider general collections of models (typically non regular subdivisions of the interval A; for a concise presentation of the problem, see Birgé and Massart [7] and the references therein). Unfortunately, these general collections of models do not satisfy assumption [M2] any more, but only the following: where Σ is a finite constant and the L m 's are suitable weights.
For sake of simplicity, we consider A = [0, 1] and we only describe the general collection of piecewise polynomials (up to some constants, the result would hold for general wavelets).
[GP ] We characterize the linear space S m of piecewise polynomials of degree (strictly) less than r by m = (d, 
) and for all t ∈ S m we have
where the P j 's are polynomials of degree less or equal than r − 1. Note that dim(S m ) = rd. We define the linear space S n by choosing d = 2 Jn and b j = j/2 Jn for j = 0, . . . , 2 Jn . Since dim(S n ) = r2 Jn := N n , we impose the natural constraint r2
Jn ≤ n. We denote by (ϕ λ ) λ∈Λm and (ϕ λ ) λ∈Λn orthonormal bases of S m and S n respectively. Now we can state our result which is specific to discrete time processes. 
where κ is a numerical constant, then
The proof of the above theorem involves tools used by Birgé and Massart [5] in the framework of independent observations. Roughly speaking, the penalty required in the case of geometrically β-mixing processes amounts to the one obtained in the independent case multiplied by ln(n)/θ (see Prop. 4 in Birgé and Massart [5] ).
Note that the penalty depends on two unknown quantities, θ and f A ∞ . The latter can be replaced by a suitable estimator, the penalty becomes then random: for instance, Birgé and Massart [5] propose to use the infinite norm of the projection estimator of f on a regular space S m of the collection for a well chosen m depending on n only. Clearly, this would also suit in our case. Concerning the constant θ coming from the mixing assumption, we refer to Section 5 below.
Concerning now the rate of convergence, the following comment can be made. In the framework of independent observations, Birgé and Massart [5] obtain the rate (n/ ln(n)) −a/2a+1 . But is is clear from Birgé and Massart [7] that a suitable algorithm allows to recover the standard rate n −a/2a+1 . Their strategy targets to consider a restricted collection of irregular models in order to allow for constant weights L m 's, but a collection still large enough, to keep the same quality for the approximation f A − f m . This collection of models could be used here and would lead to the rate (n/ ln(n)) −a/2a+1 . But the standard rate can not be recovered because of the methodology that we use to deal with absolutely regular processes.
Some practical considerations about the penalty
Recall that A 2 and B 2 are defined in (2.1) and depend on the mixing coefficients. Therefore, all the penalties found in the framework of mixing processes are of interest for their orders which remain the same as in the independent set up. Nevertheless, they always depend on the mixing coefficients, or, as explained in Remark 3.1, on the fact that assumption [AR] holds for all t.
From a practical point of view, one needs to know what to do with a given data set. Here, two solutions can be found: either a substitution of the unknown deterministic term by a random one for which we can give some justifications (a complete proof is beyond the scope of the present paper) or a method which has been used is several works even when the terms in the penalty are much easier to estimate (see Birgé and Rozenholc [8] , Comte and Rozenholc [18] ).
Let us be more precise and start by the second (practical) solution. The standard strategy is as follows. Consider for simplicity the collection of models associated with regular histograms and a discrete time process. Then the collection of models can be parameterized by the dimension of the model:
thereforeD(c) = argmin 1≤D≤n F (D, c). It is of course observed thatD(c) is a non-increasing function of c,
and generally this decrease occurs as follows: first it is very slow and the selected dimension remains very high for a while, then there is a very abrupt fall down and then again the decrease is very slow. Many simulation experiments in Birgé and Rozenholc [8] , Comte and Rozenholc [18] 5 , led to the conclusion that a relevant choice of the constant was about twice the value of c for which the downward peak starts. Besides, it is well known that it is wiser to over-than to under-estimate the penalty: indeed a too small constant in the penalty leads to choose much too high dimensions whereas a too great one gives only a small error (a little to small dimension). Whatever the dependence between the variables, one may therefore easily apply this strategy here and select the right empirical value of the constantĉ; the penalty is thenĉD m /n and the procedure can be implemented.
Another idea, depending on more theoretical considerations, is the following. The penalty is obtained as an
2 ] where B m (0, 1) = {t ∈ S m , t ≤ 1}. We consider here a case of an absolutely regular process. If the mixing rate is not easy to estimate, some other terms may be replaced by estimators, as for instance the covariances. Indeed, we can write that
as soon as ψ(n) tends to infinity when n tends to infinity, under [AR] with θ > 3. Then a natural approximation of
It is easy to prove that the approximation of a covariance by its empirical counterpart implies a mean square error of order 1/ √ n. Therefore, the global relative error is of order ψ(n)/ √ n, that is:
Some choices as ψ(n) = ln(n) or ψ(n) = n 1/4 imply therefore negligible errors. We can consider that from a theoretical and asymptotical point of view (i.e. for great values of n), as well as from a practical point of view, the empirical term pen(m) given by (5.1) is a relevant choice. It is beyond the scope of this paper to detail a rigorous proof of it.
Proofs
Two useful results
We give a lemma straightforwardly deduced from Talagrand's [34] inequality which is as follows:
] for t belonging to a countable class F of uniformly bounded measurable functions. Then, for any
where K 1 is a universal constant,
Birgé and Massart [6] (p. 354, proof of Prop. 3) explain why F can also be taken as a unit ball of a finite dimensional space. Their argument is that, since t → ν n (t) is a continuous function of t and the supremum is taken over a subset of a finite dimensional space, the value of the supremum does not change if it is restricted to a countable and dense subset. This also explains why all the supremums involved in the paper can be considered as measurable with respect to the probability measure.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. With the above notations, a consequence of Talagrand's [34] inequality as given by (5.13) in Corollary 2 of Birgé and Massart [6] (with f replaced by f − E(f (X 1 )) and M 1 by 2M 1 ) can be written:
which implies by taking η = 1
and the result follows using that, for any positive constant C,
e −Cx dx = 1/C and
Moreover, when dealing with absolutely regular variables, we use the covariance inequality of Delyon [20] , successfully exploited by Viennet [37] for partial sums of strictly stationary processes. To be more precise the result involved in the present paper is the following.
Let P be the distribution of X 0 on a probability space X , hdP = E P (h) for any function h P -integrable. For r ≥ 2, let L(r, β, P ) be the set of functions b : X → R + such that
Recall that from (2.1), B r is the bound of the series l≥0 (l + 1) r−2 β l . Then for 1 ≤ p < ∞ and any function b in L(2, β, P ),
as soon as B p+1 < ∞. The following result holds for a strictly stationary absolutely regular sequence, (X i ) i∈Z , with β-mixing coefficients (β k ) k≥0 : if B 2 < +∞, there exists b ∈ L (2, β, ∞) such that for any positive integer n and any measurable function h ∈ L 2 (P ), we have
For the continuous time case, we use similarly the following lemma:
Lemma 6.2. Let (X t ) be a strictly stationary continuous time β-mixing process. Then there exists a nonnegative function b such that
Of course if for instance h is bounded, 
where 
where K is a constant depending on
Indeed, equations (2.6, 2.7) and Lemma 6.3 imply
which gives the result (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 for the choice pen c (m) = 320Φ 
Since (X t ) is β-mixing with coefficients β t , the variables Z i,m = (Z i,m (ϕ 1 ), . . . , Z i,m (ϕ D(m ) )) for i = 1, . . . , n are also β-mixing with mixing coefficients β k .
By using Berbee's lemma extended to sequences (see Bryc [12] ), we build approximating variables for the vectors Z i,m , denoted by Z * i,m . They are such that if n = 2p n q n + r n , 0 ≤ r n < q n , and = 0, . . . , p n − 1 For sake of simplicity, we assume that n = 2p n q n (that is r n = 0), which can always be done by completing the sequences with some 0's. Note that, for
We denote now
We study separately the two terms that appear from (6.6), namely
Since for all t in B m,m (0, 1),
Since a similar bound obviously holds for E sup t∈B m,m (0,1) |ν
We find
where C is a positive constant, which implies that (6.5) holds provided that 
This leads to
where D = D m + D m . For any t ∈ B m,m (0, 1), the same method leads to
using Lemma 6.2. Therefore, we find
Plugging H, M 1 , v in inequality (6.1) and setting (6.10) with
The constants are given here to show that for arithmetical (or geometrical) mixing, they depend on θ in such a way that they increase when θ decreases.
For ξ = 1 and |M n | ≤ n , the sums over M n of the last term of the right-hand-side of (6.10) is less than
where C 5 and K are positive constants. On the other hand, equation (6.9) requires
Since the mixing is arithmetic 6 , take q n = [n c ] with 0 < c < 1/2, then the term in (6.11) is less than C/n for some constant C and (6.12) holds if θ ≥ ( + 2)/c − 1. The optimal choice is q n = [K √ n/((1 + ) ln(n))] with θ > 2 + 3.
The discrete time β-mixing case
We use Bryc's [12] construction again. But here we build variables X * i such that if n = 2p n q n + r n , 0 ≤ r n < q n , and = 0, . . . , p n − 1 
where ν d * n denotes the empirical contrast computed on the X * i . If we denote by B m,m (0, 1) the unit ball of the linear space S m + S m , then we have, using the same method as the one leading from (2.6) to (2.7): 
The ideas for dealing with both terms are the same, for instance:
. Thus taking the expectation leads to
Therefore we need
Let us study now W d * (m ). We apply inequality (6.1) again. We find if we denote by
where B r is defined by (2.1). Therefore if we choose
we obtain with (6.1) ω , that is θ > 2ω + 1. Then gathering (6.13, 6.15), we find that (2.6) leads to 
Proof of Proposition 3.2
Here we consider a discrete time α-mixing process satisfying assumption [Lip] . The control given by (6.15) is no longer possible. We must proceed as in the continuous time case. With obvious notations, we write as in (2.7):
and as in (6.6) that:
Moreover, we need other approximation results adapted to the α-mixing case. We shall make use of the following consequence of Theorem 4 in Rio [32] . Lemma 6.4. Let ξ n , n ≥ 1 be a sequence of real random variables such that, for each n ≥ 1, P (a n ≤ ξ n ≤ b n ) = 1 where a n ≤ b n are real numbers. Denote by F n 1 = σ (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n ). Then, we can redefine ξ n , n ≥ 1 onto a richer probability space on which there exists a sequence ξ * n , n ≥ 1 of independent random variables such that, for each n ≥ 1, ξ n and ξ * n have the same distribution and
Moreover, for every n > 1, ξ * n and (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n−1 ) are independent random variables.
We construct the even and odd blocks, respectively {A } 0≤ ≤pn−1 and {B } 0≤ ≤pn−1 as before. Now, we consider the sequences {A * } 0≤ ≤pn−1 and {B * } 0≤ ≤pn−1 of independent random variables each distributed respectively as A and B , and defined as in Lemma 6.4. Then Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
Now Lemma 6.4 entails that for each
This gives the condition
Now we first notice that Gathering all these last considerations and applying (6.1), we infer that
where ≤ C/n that is θ ≥ (1 + 2ω + )/c − 1 when N n ≤ n ω .
Proof of Theorem 3.2
The proof is the same as above except that [Lip] no longer holds so that the application of (6.1) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1
We know from Birgé and Massart [5] that in the spaces [GP] there exists a real function ψ on S n such that for all t ∈ S n and m ∈ M n , t m ∞ ≤ ψ(t) and which satisfies (6.21) wheref n is the projection of f on S n andf n the projection estimator on S n .
Indeed, using Inequality (8) of Birgé and Massart [5] , we can simply choose ψ(t) = r t ∞ . Then analogously,
